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                            Building a collaborative society

                                        We help people collaborate to tackle complex social challenges.
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                                We are transformation partners to public and voluntary sector organisations that want to build more collaborative public services, putting people at the centre, creating holistic support and recognising strengths.  

                                Find out more
                            

                                                        
                                We design and deliver bespoke programmes to develop collaborative and system leadership skills and behaviours that equip people to address complex challenges.

                                Find out more
                            

                                                        
                                We know strong, connected communities hold solutions to many of the challenges we face as a society and as a planet. We help organisations to collaborate and engage with civil society, local people and service users through sharing power, co-production and supporting community action.

                                Find out more
                            

                                                        
                                We help organisations and partnerships understand the importance of learning when tackling complex challenges. We facilitate peer learning and development of learning cultures and capabilities, and co-design new learning tools and frameworks.

                                Find out more
                            

                                                        
                                We understand improving outcomes for communities requires place-based collaboration across all sectors. We help to strengthen partnerships and teams based on collaborative foundations such as a shared vision, strong relationships, collaborative behaviours and understanding the means for collaborative action.  

                                Find out more
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				Our research reports, latest thinking, news & events		

	

    
        
                
                    

                    

                    
                        Mar 12th 2024

                        Collaborating with communities Funders Insights 
                        Nurturing a healthy system: Following where the energy goes

                        Further learning from our work with the British Science Association Since 2022 Collaborate has been…

                        Read more >

                    

                


            
                
                    

                    

                    
                        Feb 22nd 2024

                        Insights 
                        It’s not that deep: when collaboration is in name but not substance

                        Some common misconceptions about collaboration We’re an organisation that supports effective – purposeful, impactful –…

                        Read more >

                    

                


            
                
                    

                    

                    
                        Jan 15th 2024

                        Insights Reimagining public services 
                        Towards a Manifesto for Public Services Part 2

                        How can a new government support public service reform? As set out in my first…

                        Read more >

                    

                


            
                
                    

                    

                    
                        Dec 19th 2023

                        Collaborate news 
                        Collaborative highlights 2023

                        While 2023 has not been an easy one for anyone involved in public services and…

                        Read more >

                    

                


            
                
                    

                    

                    
                        Dec 12th 2023

                        Guides Reports Toolkits 
                        Towards a Manifesto for Public Services

                        Introduction After a dismal decade, public service reform is in vogue again. In anticipation of…

                        Read more >

                    

                


            
                
                    

                    

                    
                        Dec 4th 2023

                        Programmes 
                        Collaborate’s commissioning offer: supporting commissioners to step into their role as enablers for social change

                        At Collaborate, we take a whole system approach to commissioning, supporting commissioners to step into…

                        Read more >
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My hope was that this project would provide a single framework for public participation and involvement for Birmingham City Council and my expectations have been met well in this regard. The framework is specific enough to be useful but not so restrictive as to confine innovation. Through the process I have gained a better understanding of the tiers of participation and the skill set needed to operate effectively in this space. The approach has been pragmatic, evidence informed and enabling which has been really effective as a route to achieving sustainable change. It has been a good experience and the final products position us well for the next steps

Dr Justin Varney
Director of Public Health, Birmingham City Council


                                    
                                        
                                            Birmingham City Council                                        
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The course has been hugely helpful in giving me far more confidence to play an active role in leading system change in Essex. I regularly refer back to the learning from the various webinars and system challenge when developing plans, workshops and generally how I go about building the conditions for collaboration with colleagues.

LGE Participant, 2022 Cohort


                                    
                                        
                                            Essex County Council                                        
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As an organisation, we sometimes struggle to take a step back and explore areas that aren’t as familiar. How you coached us on this journey and explained not only what we should do but why, and responded to things that emerged along the way, was all helpful for indicating where we needed to focus our attention. You helped us understand what was important from your perspective and presented us with options to weigh trade-offs. Through skilled and thoughtful facilitation, you surfaced meaningful insights and steered us efficiently to where we needed to go. You guided us effectively and in a supportive way.

Michelle Man
Head of Impact and Learning, ClientEarth
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Collaborate provided invaluable support to Barnet Council in understanding our organisational culture and how this could be reset to become more collaborative and outward looking. They engaged widely with staff and stakeholders, listening and responding to local context and working collaboratively with us while providing the right amount of challenge. Their findings and ideas were shared throughout the process, and they generated support from those they spoke to. We would not hesitate in recommending them to other councils

John Hooton
Chief Executive, Barnet Council
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It’s been such a pleasure working with you and we really appreciate the obvious time and effort that’s gone into this from your end. I’ve particularly appreciated how collaborative the process felt and how much you listened to us, even when we’ve not always known what we’re trying to get to! I know this will be transformational for our work.

Tamsyn Nichol
Senior Healthcare Improvement Consultant, DUK


                                    
                                        
                                            Diabetes UK                                        
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Collaborate has managed to pull together useful insight from a complex set of engagement and research activities in a way that has illuminated quite a nebulous topic. We now have a set of recommendations that make our way forward very clear and actionable.

Tom Hook
Assistant Director Adult Social Care & Health (Planning, Performance & Engagement)



                                    
                                        
                                            East Sussex County Council                                        
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After working with Collaborate, we’re in a different and a better place, with a great foundation from which to move forward. Collaborate were very open to listening but also to challenging us when needed, always in a way that was reasonable, sensible and well-delivered. I was delighted with how well Collaborate engaged with our stakeholders, who were really positive about the experience of working with them.

Pascoe Sawyers
Head of Strategy and Partnerships


                                    
                                        
                                            London Borough of Brent                                        
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It has been invaluable in helping us, from our various perspectives, think about what ‘systems change’ means to us and to our work and to think about how we can remove the barriers to this change and lay the foundations for longer-term, systemic change.

Jenny Field, former Deputy Director at City Bridge Trust
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Trying to navigate and convene partners to fundamentally rethink how systems can prevent the widening of the inequality gap for children is complex and messy. The Maturity Model has enabled us as convenors of the system to reflect on the approach we are taking. It has enabled us to begin to understand distance travelled and has been a catalyst to learn and share the principles and practice of our approach.


Rebecca Thomas
Bettws (Newport) ELC Lead
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The ICP (Integrated Care Partnership) is really motoring and is in a completely different place now. Collaborate’s work really contributed to this.

Niall Bolger
CEO




                                    
                                        
                                            London Borough of Hounslow                                        
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Collaborate provided invaluable support to Barnet Council in understanding our organisational culture and how this could be reset to become more collaborative and outward looking. They engaged widely with staff and stakeholders, listening and responding to local context and working collaboratively with us while providing the right amount of challenge. Their findings and ideas were shared throughout the process, and they generated support from those they spoke to. We would not hesitate in recommending them to other councils

John Hooton
Chief Executive, Barnet Council
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Participating in the HLS learning community, coordinated by colleagues at Collaborate CIC, has also allowed me to connect and share with fellow travellers from across a wide range of local authorities, all keen to learn from and support each other. It’s been a highly encouraging, energising and inspiring experience.

Ed Anderton, Redbridge Council
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            Organisations we have worked with…
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			Sign up to our email newsletter
		

		
			You will receive updates about our work, our team and any events coming up. 
We send newsletters approximately every four weeks and never spam.
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                                We help people collaborate to tackle complex social challenges
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